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3 INTRODUCTION
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is well underway, sparking explosive 
innovations as technologies become increasingly ingrained in people’s 
lives. But manufacturing as a whole has remained stubbornly resistant 
to this shift.

The global pandemic has underscored how digital tools can bring 
people together—the central premise of Industry 4.0. Ultimately, digital 
transformation isn’t just about technology: it’s about people, and how 
tech-enabled collaboration is gradually reshaping organizations and 
customer expectations.

This guide explores the pressures and obstacles facing the manufacturing 
sector. It explains why digital transformation matters and shows how 
manufacturing can thrive as part of an ecosystem that interconnects the 
whole value chain, with human experience at its heart.
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Industry conditions

4 INDUSTRY CONDITIONS
AN INDUSTRY UNDER PRESSURE

As the world’s tenth largest manufacturer, Canada has lagged behind its 
competitors when it comes to adopting the digital tools and technologies 
that are transforming business. More than half of Canadian manufacturers 
have not yet invested in advanced manufacturing technologies, and one 
in five does not intend to do so in the next five years.

Product development still takes place on a years-long time scale, 
insensitive to rapidly shifting conditions and incapable of rapid response 
to change. The focus has remained squarely on product quality and 
streamlining operations—even as half of manufacturers admit product 
differentiation isn’t enough to remain competitive, and operational 
efficiencies yield diminishing returns.

Accurate forecasting remains hampered by data segregated within siloed 
teams and scattered across outdated, stand-alone systems. A survey of 
750 industry leaders around the world found that manufacturers use three 
times as many systems for sales and operations as their commercial 
counterparts.

The manufacturing sector in Canada faces additional pressures from 
competitors operating in cheaper regions, pressures compounded by a 
growing skills and labour shortage. 

CANADA IS 
THE WORLD’S 
10TH LARGEST 
MANUFACTURER

The median age of the traditional 
manufacturing worker is 50, and 
the sector in its current form simply 
isn’t attractive to young millennial 
workers with an appetite for high-
tech and fast-paced environments.

https://theitmediagroup.com/images/downloads/itmg%20manufacturing%20report%202019.pdf
https://a.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/www/ocms-backup/assets/pdf/industries/state-of-service-manufacturing.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/industries/manufacturing/MFG_Report_Final%20Version.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/e-books/industries/mae-industry-tl-paper.pdf


5 THE COVID EFFECT

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic struck, one-third of industry leaders 
feared they were being outflanked by digitally enabled competitors. Then 
came a global pandemic that put the business world on notice: ride the 
wave of change or be swept away.

Now more than ever, stagnation presents an existential threat, as the old 
ways of doing business are hobbled by the chaos of destabilized supply 
and value chains, simultaneous plunges and surges in demand, and the 
need for a distanced or remote workforce. This has obliged companies 
to radically adapt in a staggeringly compressed time frame: a 2020 
McKinsey report found that five years’ worth of consumer and business 
digital adoption took place in just eight weeks.

Yet the pandemic has, in many ways, merely accelerated the inevitable, 
and smart manufacturers will see it as an opportunity to justify the large-
scale changes they may already have been contemplating.

Industry conditions

58%  
intend to continue  

INCREASING ONLINE SALES 
capacity after the pandemic

51%  
will allow or  

require employees to  
WORK REMOTELY

55%  
will continue to  
look for ways to  

AUTOMATE TASKS

47%  
will continue  
to DIVERSIFY  

SUPPLY CHAINS

For those who opted to wait it out in hopes of a return to normal, these 
changes mean there is no going back: the new normal is here to stay.

Many of the Canadian manufacturers that have already chosen to adapt 
believe the changes imposed by the pandemic will be permanent:

https://c1.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/industries/manufacturing/IDC-Report.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/industries/manufacturing/MFG_Report_Final%20Version.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/mckinsey%20digital/our%20insights/how%20six%20companies%20are%20using%20technology%20and%20data%20to%20transform%20themselves/the-next-normal-the-recovery-will-be-digital.pdf


6 OBSTACLES AND BARRIERS TO GROWTH

While some of the barriers to growth facing Canadian manufacturers are 
external (e.g., skilled labour shortages; economic uncertainties; trade, 
tariff, and supply chain disruptions; tax and regulatory pressures; the 
logistical challenges of a sprawling home turf), many of the true barriers 
to transformation are internal. A CME survey in 2016 identified a chronic 
lack of investment in new capital equipment, technologies, and innovation, 
due in large part to internal fears and inadequacies.

The survey found that the main obstacles preventing Canadian 
manufacturers from adopting new technologies in their operations were 
a lack of resources, whether financial or human, and fear or uncertainty—
namely, in terms of how new technologies would fit into operations, what 
the return on investment would be, and the perceived risk of investing 
in products with uncertain applications or returns. Some manufacturers 
also feared new technologies were simply too disruptive to introduce into 
ongoing operations.

As a result, Canadian manufacturers have fallen well behind their 
US counterparts. The same survey shows that in the United States, 
manufacturing investment in advanced machinery and equipment rose 
58% between 2009 and 2016; in Canada, it fell by nearly 5%—hitting a 
30-year low in 2014—leaving the country with one of the worst records 
among industrialized nations.

This has stranded Canada in a dangerous middle ground: it’s too advanced 
to be a low-cost producer, but not advanced enough to compete with 
those at the technological forefront. 

Industry conditions

Unless it embraces  
today’s opportunities  
in digital transformation,  
the manufacturing sector  
risks falling even  
further by the wayside.

http://www.industrie2030.ca/download.php?id=77


7

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS CHANGING  
THE FACE OF CANADIAN MANUFACTURING

For the most part, the manufacturing industry feels the urgency of change.

According to one global industry survey, 86% of manufacturers consider 
digital transformation to be a high-priority or critical matter over the next 
24 months, with the vast majority looking to increase process efficiencies, 
improve demand planning, and move their planning process to the cloud.

The same survey shows that the manufacturers that feel most prepared 
for the next decade already have at least half of their sales and operation 
systems in the cloud and are expanding aftermarket services. Salesforce 
reports that 74% of manufacturing executives believe that data-driven 
services will be their primary revenue source within 10 years.

A recent survey of the domestic sector suggests that Canadian 
manufacturers see collaboration tools as key to unlocking the value of 
big data and bringing together the traditionally disparate elements of the 
manufacturing value chain into a single ecosystem.

Despite Canadian manufacturers’ fears about digital transformation 
disrupting ongoing operations, the process of transformation doesn’t 
need to be disruptive. It’s a journey that can begin at any level, at any 
increment. In fact, a 2019 Deloitte report on smart factories—factories 
where integrated digital technology is part of the production process—
confirms that a thoughtful approach carried out in small, distinct steps is 
a “defining trait” of successful smart factory initiatives.

A DIGITAL-FIRST APPROACH

A digital-first approach

86% of manufacturers  
consider digital transformation  
to be a high-priority or critical  
matter over the next 24 months.
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https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/industries/manufacturing/MFG_Report_Final%20Version.pdf
https://a.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/www/ocms-backup/assets/pdf/industries/state-of-service-manufacturing.pdf
https://theitmediagroup.com/images/downloads/itmg%20manufacturing%20report%202019.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/6276_2019-Deloitte-and-MAPI-Smart-Factory-Study/DI_2019-Deloitte-and-MAPI-Smart-Factory-Study.pdf


8 CUSTOMER FOCUS AND A 360-DEGREE  
VIEW OF RELATIONSHIPS

Data only continues to proliferate, and it represents a vast universe 
unto itself. But thanks to innovative and intuitive tools that store, parse, 
interpret, analyze, and even act on this data, it is a navigable universe. And 
it can transform every aspect of the manufacturing value chain.

So what is a digital-first approach, exactly? Contrary to intuition, the 
focus is not technology—it’s people. Technology is simply the means of 
navigating the universe people now inhabit.

Digital transformation requires a deep shift in perspective, one that 
allows manufacturers to go from a product-centric business model to 
a customer-centric approach. Continuing to focus solely on increasing 
internal efficiency while outsourcing the external-facing experience won’t 
cut it anymore: it’s time for manufacturers to take control of the customer 
experience.

THE FIRST STEP INTO CUSTOMER 360

Stepping into the customer’s shoes and mapping out their entire 
experience with your brand is a process known as customer (or user) 
journey mapping. This exercise creates a visual representation of all 
the engagement channels the customer can use, all the steps they are 
required to take, the pain points along the way, how your brand responds, 
and how the customer perceives these interactions.

The same lens can be applied to every partner along the value chain, 
from suppliers and buyers to vendors and end users. This customer 360 
perspective provides a single view of how the company, partners, and 
channels collaborate to deliver services and build relationships; it’s also 
key to creating experience ecosystems where products are elevated from 
simple commodities to a gateway through which new digital products 
and services are delivered.

This interconnected approach, known as omni-experience customer 
engagement, relies on advanced customer relationship management 
(CRM) software to integrate and analyze data, predict outcomes, and 
facilitate interactions. Inputs from all sources are integrated into a single 
system so that everyone—including the customer—operates from the 
same data.

A digital-first approach

https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmwj
https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmwj


9 DELIVERING PERSONALIZED  
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENTS

The impetus for digital transformation is technology itself. Customers 
have more options than ever before, and that influences their expectations 
in every way:

As a result, high-performing manufacturers are investing in service, as 
they understand that the customer experience, not product quality, is what 
makes them stand out from the competition.

Mapping the customer journey allows companies to take control of this 
journey and tailor it to different users along the value chain (a process 
typically included in marketing automation software like Pardot). This 
ensures seamless, personalized customer engagements: all users get the 
same information and experience, whether they’re on social media or a 
mobile app, engaging with manufacturers, distributors, or vendors.

A digital-first approach

The customer experience 
is now more important than  
the quality of the product.

70%  
of consumers 

say that technology has made 
it easier than ever to take their 

business elsewhere

69%  
of consumers 

say that personalized care 
influences their loyalty

82%  
of business buyers 

say that technology has made 
it easier than ever to take their 

business elsewhere

82%  
of business buyers 

say that personalized care 
influences their loyalty

80%  
of business buyers 

expect companies to respond and 
interact with them in real time

QUALITY
CUSTOMER EXPERIEN

CE

https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/research/salesforce-state-of-the-connected-customer-4th-ed.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/research/salesforce-state-of-the-connected-customer-4th-ed.pdf
https://a.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/www/ocms-backup/assets/pdf/industries/state-of-service-manufacturing.pdf
https://a.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/www/ocms-backup/assets/pdf/industries/state-of-service-manufacturing.pdf
https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmwn
https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-16/fgq3fc
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UNDERSTANDING THE WHY OF  
YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

When contemplating your digital transformation, your first question 
should be: Why? Why determines how, and how determines what—
purpose before process before technology.

The purpose should encompass three layers: the customer experience, the 
employee experience, and then the technology to support all of it. What 
are the problems that need to be solved? Where can these experiences 
be improved and augmented? How will this deliver value to all of the 
stakeholders involved? How do all of these considerations relate to your 
overall strategy?

Only by asking deep questions about the true goals of digital transformation 
can you begin to identify the steps and tools that will help you achieve 
them.

THE KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL  
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Leadership

Preparing for a digital transformation requires, first and foremost, 
support from the top. Leadership buy-in is crucial, and it is even better if 
the initiative starts at the very top. This will help generate and maintain 
the emotional, financial, and time investments necessary to successfully 
carry out the transformation.

WHAT’S NEXT:  
BECOMING FUTURE-READY

What’s next: becoming future-ready

Understanding the WHY of 
your digital transformation 
and defining your business 
value objectives

A roadmap of solutions 
available to help resolve 
challenges and reach 
business objectives

A 360 view of the customer 
journey in relation to your current 
communication touch points within 
your departments

Purpose

There should be a clear sense of purpose, independent of the technology 
itself. The idea is not to come up with a short-term fix or to find ways 
to use the latest technology: it’s to craft a strategic transformation so 
compelling that your organization can’t not pursue it.

Rather than specifying a particular end state, the purpose should be 
framed as an open-ended evolution that allows the “why” to be continually 
refined and adapted.

https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmws


11 Plan

The plan incorporates the end-to-end vision that clearly articulates how 
a transformed customer and employee experience will add value to the 
company.

A key component of this is the customer journey map. By looking at your 
processes through a customer lens, you’ll begin to clearly identify the 
internal impacts of the customer experience, what’s required to support 
it, and the technology that will enable it. Create an internal map of the 
customer experience and then compare it to your actual customer 
experience by interviewing your customers about their perceptions, 
needs, and concerns. This will enhance your understanding of common 
customer pain points and how to address them.

Don’t assume that once you’ve built it, they will come. The success of 
your digital transformation will hinge on users’ ability and desire to adopt 
it, so clearly indicate in your strategic plan how the new process, tool, or 
experience will have value for the user.

A good plan will span years, and it should include priorities, discrete 
steps, and milestones along the way. Breaking down the transformation 
into incremental steps gives you better control over the process and the 
outcome.

Finally, incorporate the open-ended evolution of your transformation into 
the plan: include how processes can be refined and scaled over time, and 
anticipate future change.

What’s next: becoming future-ready



12 Team

Identify who within the company would be the best people to research, 
develop, coordinate, and deploy the digital initiatives. Make sure they 
represent all aspects of the business and are able to devote the time 
it will take to see the project through without negatively impacting the 
business.

If the right people can’t be found inside the organization, look outside. 
Trailblazers don’t hesitate to engage third parties to manage digital 
initiatives. You want individuals who can help with business consulting, 
to guide the process and connect to the right technology partners; 
recruitment, to bring the necessary talent on board; training, to bring 
employees up to speed on new processes; and more.

Data

Data is the fuel that powers your digital transformation, and the old 
adage “garbage in, garbage out” holds true here. Mapping, managing, and 
integrating master data is crucial to the performance of an end-to-end 
digitally enabled business, and developing that internal capacity must be 
part of the transformation strategy.

The human aspect

The customer experience is an important aspect of the transformation, 
but the process of transformation must also centre on those who are 
affected first: the employees. Fear of change is one of the biggest 
obstacles to digital transformation, so managing how the change takes 
place is critical for success.

What’s next: becoming future-ready

The first step in change management is transparency. Leaders tend 
to vastly overestimate how effectively they communicate. A change 
communications strategy should build trust and ensure the change 
is adopted and that behaviours change in the workforce. Sharing your 
vision, motivation, and process through frequent, clear communication 
from a single source has a calming effect and promotes employee buy-in.

Communication is not a one-way street, however. Facilitating discussion, 
participation, and the exchange of ideas can trigger new insights and 
allow for concerns to be heard. By addressing concerns, you can prevent 
them from developing into resistance and roadblocks.

Audit the skills in your workforce and develop a training plan that allots 
sufficient time for employees to absorb the training. Communicate the 
details of the training plan well ahead of time. When new processes are 
implemented, give employees the chance to experiment and provide 
feedback. Put a plan in place to support employees who have difficulty 
adapting to the changes.

VISION

PROCESS

MOTIVATION



13 SUCCESS METRICS

Success metrics

Keeping pace with transformation is a matter of survival, but it also 
confers rich rewards. Manufacturers that have taken advantage of 
Industry 4.0 technology report gains in performance, productivity, 
customer satisfaction, and profits, as well as reduced operating costs 
and success expanding into new markets.

Here are some figures from Canadian manufacturers 
that have taken the plunge: 

Digital adoption is also doing more than transforming Canadian 
manufacturers’ existing business:

experienced a boost  
in productivity

are using their digital 
platforms to develop 
new business models

said it improved  
operating costs

are expanding  
to new industries

reported  
improved quality

find it gives them 
greater capacity  

to innovate

60%

63%

50%

47%

42%

13%

https://theitmediagroup.com/images/downloads/itmg%20manufacturing%20report%202019.pdf
https://theitmediagroup.com/images/downloads/itmg%20manufacturing%20report%202019.pdf


14 Focusing on the customer pays off:

•  Manufacturers that adopt digital business strategies focused on 
personalized customer engagement can expect a 35% increase in 
customer feedback scores over one year

•  Companies that invest in improving the customer experience by 
improving their operational performance can potentially reduce churn 
rates, increase win rates, and substantially lower costs

AI-powered tools pay dividends:

•  Manufacturers report a 25% productivity gain from automation in 
customer service

•  80% of business teams using intelligent selling report a positive impact 
on their productivity, and 74% report a boost in sales velocity

•  Salesforce’s manufacturing customers report an average of 34% ROI 
since implementing the CRM

•  Salesforce clients showed a 39% improvement in forecasting accuracy 
and an overall 23% jump in sales

•  Salesforce’s cloud computer clients can expect a net increase in revenue 
of $375 billion between 2019 and 2024, and integration software clients 
will see a net increase of $185 billion over the same period

Best of all, these solutions have made companies nimble enough to pivot 
hard when the pandemic struck and take advantage of new opportunities:

“We couldn’t have built a product in 60 
days if we weren’t on the Salesforce 
cloud. (...) It would have been almost 
impossible to make a system scalable 
enough to handle a million users.” 
Laurence Girard, CEO of Fruit Street Health.

Success metrics

https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/reports/customer-experience-engagement-manufacturers.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/finding-the-right-digital-balance-in-b2b-customer-experience
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/reports/customer-experience-engagement-manufacturers.pdf
https://a.sfdcstatic.com/content/dam/www/ocms/assets/pdf/misc/ai-revolution-report.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/e-books/industries/sales-and-manufacturing-ebook.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/e-books/industries/sales-and-manufacturing-ebook.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/e-books/industries/sales-and-manufacturing-ebook.pdf
https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/e-books/industries/sales-and-manufacturing-ebook.pdf


15 SO WHAT NOW?

So what now?

Every manufacturer’s digital transformation will be unique, but setting the 
process in motion requires a champion willing to be a positive force for 
change within the organization. Incloud offers the expertise to guide you 
on your hero’s journey.

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT  
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?  
We can help you understand how it is relevant to your business and, 
more importantly, help you articulate a vision to ensure buy-in at every 
level.

INTERESTED IN GETTING STARTED  
BUT NOT SURE HOW?  
Let us help you define your business road map and the areas where 
you can kick-start the transformation for early results and impactful 
outcomes.

DO YOU HAVE A PLAN BUT LACK  
THE CASH FLOW TO MOVE FORWARD?  
We can help you secure the money through various funding initiatives.

READY TO GO? 
Incloud partners with you at every stage of this journey, helping to 
crystallize your vision, remove roadblocks, and implement solutions that 
will deliver real business value for your company. 

GET STARTED

Value focused • Evolution obsessed  
Adoption junkies

info@in-cloud.ca in-cloud.ca

https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmws
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https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmyn
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https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmmys
https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmn1b
https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmn1g
https://www2.in-cloud.ca/l/99812/2021-06-11/fgmn1l



